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Section S1. Temperature and magnetic field dependence of the magnetization and susceptibility Section S2. Frequency dependence of the ac susceptibility Section S3. Phase boundaries determined from SANS Section S4. Effect of magnetic anisotropy on the direction of the spiral wave vector Section S5. Numerical studies of spiral reorientation processes in the presence of competing anisotropies Section S6. Electric polarization Section S1. Temperature and magnetic field dependence of the magnetization and susceptibility Figure S1 shows the low temperature magnetic field and temperature dependence of the magnetization M , its derivative, ∆M/∆(µ 0 H), and the real and imaginary parts of the ac magnetic susceptibility, χ and χ . Whereas for H [110] M increases almost linearly with magnetic field until saturation, clear deviations from this linear increase occur for H [001] . These are highlighted by the emergence of peaks in the derivative, ∆M/∆(µ 0 H), χ and χ , which are most prominent at low temperatures and indicate complex rearrangements of spins discussed below. At low magnetic fields, where the transition between the helical and conical spiral states is expected, ∆M/∆(µ 0 H) shows a maximum, which is not seen in χ . This discrepancy as well as the corresponding strong χ signal indicate strong frequency dependence and energy dissipation. A closer inspection of the frequency dependence presented below reveals that this χ signal is composed of two adjacent peaks, each with its own frequency dependence. At higher magnetic fields, just below the saturation of magnetization, additional peaks appear in ∆M/∆(µ 0 H), χ and χ but only for H [001] and T < 30 K. These peaks are centered at ∼45 mT and ∼40 mT at 30 K and 5 K, respectively, and are associated with the new state in the phase diagram of Cu 2 OSeO 3 revealed by SANS. (B) . Besides the ZFC data from the M vs µ 0 H curves the figure also includes magnetization points obtained by cooling the sample under magnetic field through T c , thus following a "field cooled", FC, protocol. These magnetization points have been measured by either cooling (FCC) or warming the sample (FCW) and do not show any noticeable dependence on the magnetic field history. The data follow a generic envelop, which is accounted for by the modified power law (40)
with M sat (0) the saturated magnetic moment at T = 0 K, n and β critical exponents, and T o c the associated critical temperature. The fit leads to the continuous lines in Fig. S2 . The fitting parameters are tabulated in Table S1 and are almost identical for the two sample orientations and in agreement with a previous study (40). Close to T C , Eq. S1 reduces to the simple power law with n = 1), that is predicted theoretically (30) and mimics a 3D-Heisenberg behavior. Deviations from these generic curves occur at the µ 0 H C2 (T ) line.
S2. Frequency dependence of the ac susceptibility
The frequency dependence of the ac susceptibility is most visible for H [001] and in the following we will focus on the results obtained in this orientation. Fig. S3 displays χ and χ measured at the indicated frequencies at 40 and 5 K. For both temperatures, χ varies weakly with frequency and the frequency dependence is mainly visible for χ . At 40 K, χ shows two peaks which are located at 7 and 12 mT, thus close to the µ 0 H C1 (T) line. The amplitude of the peak at 7 mT decreases with increasing frequency, while the one at 12 mT slightly increases. At a frequency of 284 Hz only the peak at 12 mT is visible. At 5 K these two χ peaks seem to merge and vary very weakly with frequency. At this temperature a noticeable frequency dependence is found only for the broad peak of χ at ∼ 40 mT, that corresponds to the tilted spiral state. For a quantitative analysis of the frequency dependence of χ and χ we considered the Cole-Cole formalism modified to include a distribution of characteristic relaxation times discussed in our previous report (39)
with ω = 2πf the angular frequency, χ(0) and χ(∞) the adiabatic and isothermal susceptibilities respectively and τ 0 = 1/(2πf 0 ) the characteristic relaxation time with f 0 the characteristic frequency. The parameter α measures the distribution of characteristic relaxation times with α = 0 for a single relaxation time, and α > 0 for a distribution of relaxation times, which becomes broader as α approaches 1. Eq. S2 leads to the in-phase and out-of-phase components of the susceptibility discussed in our previous report (39).
Fig . S4 depicts the frequency dependence of ZFC χ and χ at 5 K and for µ 0 H = 25 and 40 mT. For both magnetic fields, χ varies only slightly with frequency and decreases by no more than ∼ 3% over almost four orders of magnitude in frequency. The most significant variation is found for χ , for which broad maxima develop around 10 Hz and 100 Hz for 25 and 40 mT respectively.
The solid lines in ig. S4 illustrate a fit of the data to the Cole-Cole formalism. It leads to high values of α, ∼0.85 and ∼0.65 for B = 25 and 40 mT respectively, which reflect the existence of broad distributions of relaxation times. Furthermore, deviations from the simple Cole-Cole behavior occur at low frequencies indicating the presence of additional relaxation processes. This is consistent with the behavior close to T c (39). 
T c T c transition point on the phase diagram of Fig. 3F . The increase of intensity at higher magnetic fields originates from the diffuse scattering of the tilted spiral phase, which is most pronounced around 40 mT. In the complementary configuration of H⊥k i the total scattered intensity starts to decrease above 30 mT, i.e. in the titled transition line. However, the µ 0 H C2 point could not be determined as it lies at magnetic fields that exceed the window of these measurements. 
S4. Effect of magnetic anisotropy on the direction of the spiral wave vector
For the conical spiral Ansatz Eq.(3), the anisotropy energy Eq.(2) equals 
where θ is the conical spiral angle.
The blue line in fig. S6 shows the effective dimensionless anisotropy, κ eff (θ) =
, as a function of the conical angle for κ = KJ D 2 = −0.14. There is an interval of θ, in which κ eff (θ) > 0, which favors l and Q along a body diagonal rather than along the cubic axes. fig. S6 shows κ eff (θ), for κ = −0.14 and γ = γ 1 = −0.08. Negative γ widens the interval of positive κ eff (θ) and increases the magnitude of κ eff (θ) > 0 and stabilizes the tilted spiral state in some interval of magnetic field close to H C2 .
S5. Numerical studies of spiral re-orientation processes in presence of competing anisotropies
In this section we present more results on the spiral re-orientation processes obtained by exact energy minimization. We consider the dimensionless fourth-order and exchange anisotropies, κ = γ 1 = −0.20, and the magnetic field H applied along the these states become unstable at h = 0.32. Above a critical field value, the conical spiral with Q = Q 3 begins to tilt towards one of the four body diagonals, the [111] directions, as shown in fig. S7C . Fig. S7D shows the dependence of spiral energy on the tilt angle for Q varying in the (110) plane, for h = 0.4 and h = 0.5. As h increases, φ grows, reaches its maximal value and then decreases back to zero, corresponding to a return into the conical spiral state. The maximal tilt angle, φ max , which depends on the ratio of the competing fourth-order and exchange anisotropies, is plotted in fig. 5 Fig. S8A shows the three spiral domains with the wave vectors Q 1 , Q 2 and Q 3 in low magnetic fields. The magnetic field favors the wave vectors Q 1 and Q 2 in the (001)-plane. Fig. S8B shows the energy density at h = 0.16 and h = 0.18 as a function of β, the angle between Q 1 and the field direction. The first-order phase transition between the helical spiral states with the wave vectors Q 1 and Q 2 and the conical spiral state with the wave vector Q 4 H ( fig. S8C ) occurs at h = 0.176. The smooth field evolution of β and the subsequent jump into the state with β = 0, corresponding to the first-order phase transition, are shown in fig. S9A . Under an applied magnetic field, the helical spiral state with Q 3 ||[001] is metastable and its wave vector is field-independent. It becomes unstable at h = 0.34 ( ig. S8D). The disappearance of the helical spiral states first with Q = Q 1,2 and then with Q = Q 3 explains the two distinct transition lines in the experimental phase diagrams (Fig. 3A-C as a function of the magnetic field for a stronger exchange anisotropy, γ1 = −0.3.
S6. Electric polarization
The electric polarization, P , induced by a magnetic ordering in Cu 2 OSeO 3 is given by ( sin φ, cos φ), where φ is the tilt angle (here we chose one of the four domains, in which Q tilts towards the [111] axis). In the model with the fourth-order and exchange anisotropies the spin rotation axis is
where α is related to φ by:
tan φ = tan α (1 + γ 1 sin 2 α)
The average electric polarization induced by the tilted spiral is then given by Eq.(4). 
